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Why are we interested in mineral dust?

• Mineral dust aerosol is an important climate factor by modifying the
global radiation balance via radiative forcing and cloud interactions

• Dust impacting on health, visibility, ecosystems,....

• Dust emissions are expected to change in a changing climate
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What does this have to do with TROPOS? 
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Aerosols Aer. & Clouds

Remote Sensing

Microphysics

Modelling Mission: 
Understanding 
processes and  trends 
in the tropospheric 
multiphase system

Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research
• Located in Leipzig, Germany
• Member of the Leibniz Association
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Topics highlighted in today’s talk:   
• Dust modelling
• Ground-based lidar measurements
• DUSTRISK project (dust & health)
• Ice nucleating particles
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• Mineral dust aerosol is an important climate factor by modifying the
global radiation balance via radiative forcing and cloud interactions

• Dust impacting on health, visibility, ecosystems,....

• Dust emissions are expected to change in a changing climate

Why are we interested in mineral dust?

Dust transport models enable assessments of dust effects
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Dust transport modelling

Major discrepancy: Dust sources
Ø Dust emission flux computation?
Ø Availability of surface property data?
Ø Mismatch of surface or topographic features 

and model grid?
Ø Insufficient representation of  dust-causing 

wind systems?

...still work to do on dust source modeling ...

Dust AOD, 4 models
(10.10.2022, 0:00UTC)

https://dust.aemet.es/products/daily-dust-products

• Large inter-model differences in forecast models, 
especially near-source

• Getting right answers for wrong reasons?
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Dust modelling at TROPOS 

Alluvial dust sources

Human-induced dust 
sources

Sources

Formerly: K. Schepanski,  
J. Banks,  S. Feuerstein,
R. Wagner, C. Urbanneck

Dust & climate

Satellite view

Transport Effects

Model

Dust & Weather
• Investigating dust 

cycle from source to 
sink and impacts

• Specific focus on 
dust sources

B. Heinold, M. Faust, 
S. Gomez, M. Weger 
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Work by Kerstin Schepanski, now at FU Berlin

Some recent projects:
• Dust fluxes in high latitudes/Iceland (DFG Project HILDA) and in Central Asia 

(DFG Project Desert-TIME)
• Dust emission by pyroconvection (DFG Project FINDUS)  - New mechanism
• Explicit consideration of dust mineralogy in COSMO/ICON-MUSCAT (sub-project, 

Leibniz competition project DUSTRISK)
• Transport of agricultural mineral dust in Europe (sub-project, Leibniz 

competition project SOARiAL)
11866 R. Wagner et al.: Wildfires as a source of airborne mineral dust
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the conceptual model of fire-driven emissions of mineral dust.

but not the feedback of the atmosphere on the fire need to be
considered.

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes the
general model setup and the application to the fire simula-
tions. Section 3 deals with the performed case studies and
their representativeness for real wildfires. In Sect. 4, the re-
sults are presented; this means in particular the impacts of
the fires on the near-surface wind dynamics for different case
simulations are shown and compared to each other. Section 5
discusses the results in a broader context with respect to the
dust emission potential. The conclusion closes the paper.

2 Fire simulations with the All Scale Atmospheric

Model (ASAM)

The All Scale Atmospheric Model (ASAM; Jähn et al., 2015,
2016) is a numerical solver developed at the Leibniz In-
stitute for Tropospheric Research (TROPOS), in Leipzig,
Germany. ASAM can be used for atmospheric applications
over a wide range of scales. It solves the three-dimensional,
fully compressible Euler equations. Different time integra-
tion schemes are available, e.g., a split-explicit Runge–
Kutta scheme (Knoth and Wensch, 2014) or an implicit
Rosenbrock-type method. In the present study, ASAM is de-
ployed as a LES model, for which part of the turbulent mo-
tion is resolved directly and the remaining part is parameter-
ized by a subgrid-scale model.

As this study focuses on the fundamental understanding
of the acting processes in order to test the basic conceptual
model of fire-driven dust emissions, the complexity of the
study design is kept low. To simulate the impacts of wildfires
on the wind patterns, ASAM was set up as follows: the fire it-
self is assumed to be stationary and represented by a constant

flux of sensible heat as a measure for the fire intensity fol-
lowing the assumption of an ideal blackbody. This approach
omits the feedback mechanism from the atmosphere acting
on the fire development, which, for example, would drive the
fire spreading and fuel consumption. The fire heat source was
specified as a lower boundary condition of the model as it is
typical for grassland and shrubland fires.

The horizontal extent of the model domain was set to
6.4 ⇥ 1.2 km2. This size ensures that the fire-induced atmo-
spheric dynamics can develop undisturbed within the model
domain and are not influenced by boundary effects. The
longer extent in x direction is aligned with the mean flow
direction. The atmospheric flow was initialized in the x di-
rection (u component of the wind) only, whereas in the
y direction only turbulent fluctuations of the wind occur. A
schematic plot of the x–y plane of the model domain is given
in Fig. 2. The fire area is located 100 m away from the in-
flow boundary and centered in the y direction. Using periodic
boundary conditions, valuable for the formation of a turbu-
lent PBL, the position of the fire area would be in principle
unimportant. The top of the model domain is set to 4000 m
with a damping layer at the upper 200 m, which allows for
an undisturbed spreading of the fire-related updraft. The hor-
izontal grid spacing was set to 10 m, the vertical grid spacing
was set to 10 m from ground level to 1000 m in altitude, to
20 m for 1000 to 2000 km in altitude, and to 40 m for altitudes
above 2000 km. Using an explicit Runge–Kutta scheme, the
model time step was set to 0.2 s.

To investigate the impacts of the fire on the near-surface
winds as realistically as possible, the fire was ignited already
in a turbulent PBL as suggested by the model study of Sun
et al. (2009), who found that the usage of a time-averaged
wind within the PBL does not map the fire properties and the

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 11863–11884, 2018 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/11863/2018/
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but not the feedback of the atmosphere on the fire need to be
considered.

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes the
general model setup and the application to the fire simula-
tions. Section 3 deals with the performed case studies and
their representativeness for real wildfires. In Sect. 4, the re-
sults are presented; this means in particular the impacts of
the fires on the near-surface wind dynamics for different case
simulations are shown and compared to each other. Section 5
discusses the results in a broader context with respect to the
dust emission potential. The conclusion closes the paper.

2 Fire simulations with the All Scale Atmospheric
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2016) is a numerical solver developed at the Leibniz In-
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Germany. ASAM can be used for atmospheric applications
over a wide range of scales. It solves the three-dimensional,
fully compressible Euler equations. Different time integra-
tion schemes are available, e.g., a split-explicit Runge–
Kutta scheme (Knoth and Wensch, 2014) or an implicit
Rosenbrock-type method. In the present study, ASAM is de-
ployed as a LES model, for which part of the turbulent mo-
tion is resolved directly and the remaining part is parameter-
ized by a subgrid-scale model.

As this study focuses on the fundamental understanding
of the acting processes in order to test the basic conceptual
model of fire-driven dust emissions, the complexity of the
study design is kept low. To simulate the impacts of wildfires
on the wind patterns, ASAM was set up as follows: the fire it-
self is assumed to be stationary and represented by a constant

flux of sensible heat as a measure for the fire intensity fol-
lowing the assumption of an ideal blackbody. This approach
omits the feedback mechanism from the atmosphere acting
on the fire development, which, for example, would drive the
fire spreading and fuel consumption. The fire heat source was
specified as a lower boundary condition of the model as it is
typical for grassland and shrubland fires.

The horizontal extent of the model domain was set to
6.4 ⇥ 1.2 km2. This size ensures that the fire-induced atmo-
spheric dynamics can develop undisturbed within the model
domain and are not influenced by boundary effects. The
longer extent in x direction is aligned with the mean flow
direction. The atmospheric flow was initialized in the x di-
rection (u component of the wind) only, whereas in the
y direction only turbulent fluctuations of the wind occur. A
schematic plot of the x–y plane of the model domain is given
in Fig. 2. The fire area is located 100 m away from the in-
flow boundary and centered in the y direction. Using periodic
boundary conditions, valuable for the formation of a turbu-
lent PBL, the position of the fire area would be in principle
unimportant. The top of the model domain is set to 4000 m
with a damping layer at the upper 200 m, which allows for
an undisturbed spreading of the fire-related updraft. The hor-
izontal grid spacing was set to 10 m, the vertical grid spacing
was set to 10 m from ground level to 1000 m in altitude, to
20 m for 1000 to 2000 km in altitude, and to 40 m for altitudes
above 2000 km. Using an explicit Runge–Kutta scheme, the
model time step was set to 0.2 s.

To investigate the impacts of the fire on the near-surface
winds as realistically as possible, the fire was ignited already
in a turbulent PBL as suggested by the model study of Sun
et al. (2009), who found that the usage of a time-averaged
wind within the PBL does not map the fire properties and the

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 11863–11884, 2018 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/11863/2018/

Publications to check out
• Wagner, R. et al (2021) The Dust Emission Potential of Agricultural-Like Fires - (…), J. Geophys. Res., 126, 

e2020JD034355, doi:10.1029/2020JD034355
• Faust, M., et al. (2021), A new Lagrangian in-time particle simulation module (Itpas v1) for atmospheric

particle dispersion, Geosci. Model Dev.,14, 2205-2220, https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-2205-2021
• Banks, J. R., et al. (2019), The sensitivity of the colour of dust in MSG-SEVIRI Desert Dust infrared

composite imagery (…), Atmos. Chem. Phys., 19, 6893-6911, doi.org/10.5194/acp-19-6893-2019
• Feuerstein, S. and K. Schepanski (2019), Identification of Dust Sources in a Saharan Dust Hot-Spot (…), 

Remote Sen., 11, 4, doi.org/10.3390/rs11010004
• Schepanski, K., et al (2017), Harmattan, Saharan heat low and West African Monsoon circulation: (..), 

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 17, 10223-10243, doi.org/10.5194/acp-17-10223-2017
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Our model systems

Currently: shift to ICON model as meteorological driver

• Emission flux: Saltation, originally based on Marticorena et al 97
• Preferential sources: dry lake beds, Sahara: MSG-based source mask, vegetation phenology
• Dust transported in 5 size bins,  0.1-25 µm (MUSCAT) or as mode (HAMMOZ) 

Regional, case studies Global, impacts

ECHAM/ICON

COSMO/ICON

HAMMOZ 
MUSCAT 
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Mineral dust modelling @ TROPOS 

13

Fraction of SOA

Global (ECHAM-HAM)Regional  (COSMO-MUSCAT)Process (Emission model)

Weger et al, 2020

• Same dust emission parameterization in regional and global model
• Regional model optimal for comparison with measurements (case studies)
• Global model: Dust climate impacts (long-term studies)
• Beyond deserts: Alluvial and agricultural dust sources in emission studies

Dust AOD Dust AODDust Emissions
(Heinold et al., 2016)

(Feuerstein & Schepanski, 2019)

Dust AOT

How can we simulate large-scale 
effects of small scale processes?

…now some examples …
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Müncheberg, Mai 2017

• Emission: plowing tractor
• Strong mixing in the boundary layer

à COSMO model
+ Particle Dispersion Scheme

Example: Agricultural dust emission

Project SOARIAL, Leibniz funding (K. Schepanski) Faust et al, 2021, GMD

Particle dispersion of 
tillage emission
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Case Poland, April 2019

• Bare soils, tillage
• Strong winds (10-20 ms-1)
• Low soil moisture

à COSMO-MUSCAT  
+ Cropland Scheme

Example: Agricultural dust emission

Significant dust event from 
cropland wind erosion

Project SOARIAL, Leibniz funding (K. Schepanski) M. Faust et al, in preparation

Evaluation: PM10 data, MODIS
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Example: Dust and smoke distribution

AOT

Extinction profile

With radiative
feedback

No feedback

Lidar

31 January 2008

Heinold et al., 2011, Tellus
SAMUM 2 field experiment

Praia

• Comparison of 
extinction profiles at 
Praia (Cape Verde)

• Separation of dust 
and smoke signal

• Assuming lidar ratio 
of 55 sr

Evaluation of vertical aerosol layers
ØImportant for transport and effects
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Dust effects: Semi-direct effects, adjustments

Ø Effective direct radiative forcing (ERF):
Net radiative flux (Aerosol)-Net radiative flux (No Aerosol)

Ø Instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF):
As ERF but without changes in clouds and dynamics

Ø Semi-direct effect (SDE):
ERF-IRF (only radiative effect of cloud changes)

IPCC 2013

Effective radiative forcing Instantaneus radiative forcig

Global mean direct dust ERF is small due 
to cancellations

But: Regional effects, adjustments!

Di Biagio et al., 2020, GRL

… going global …
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Example: Black carbon and dust effects, Central Asia 

SW heating rate change by aerosol at 67E

ΔHeating rate diff K/day

Black carbon

Dust

March/April/May

ΔHeating rate K/day

0 60 N

0 60 N
Model simulations 
(ECHAM-HAM)

1. all aerosol types
2. excluding BC aerosol
3. excluding dust aerosol
4. excluding BC and dust

Temperature change by aerosol

BC effect, no dust

BC effect, 
including dust
forcing from
overlying dust
layer

Dust layer above BC: 
Dampening of BC effects on 
temperature and cloud cover

Coming up later: Lidar measurements of dust layers at Dushanbe , Tajikistan

Tegen and Heinold, 2019

… back to case studies …
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A

Dust outbreak 28 March – 5 April 2014 

Example: Impact of major Saharan dust dust transport to Europe     

Dust origin: 4.3.2014: 
Strong dust lifting  
ahead of cold  front 
near Algerian/Moroccan 
border
(MSG Seviri data)
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Study opportunity: Ice formation in clouds enhanced by dust?
Dust event 3.4.2014 Model: COSMO-MUSCAT 

Aerosol-cloud interactions: 
Seifert and Beheng 2006
INP parameterization: 
Ullrich et al 2017

At same time: ML-
CIRRUS aircraft
campaign, HALO, DLR 
(Voigt et al, 2017) 

Example: Impact of major Saharan dust dust transport to Europe 

Agreement of modeled dust
number concentration with
measurements

Weger et al., 2018, ACP

model

data
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Study opportunity: Ice formation in clouds enhanced by dust?
Dust event 3.4.2014

IR brightness
temperature [K]

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

MSG SEVIRI observations

COSMO-MUSCAT, non-interactive dust

COSMO-MUSCAT, interactive dust

Model: COSMO-MUSCAT 

Aerosol-cloud interactions: 
Seifert and Beheng 2006
INP parameterization: 
Ullrich et al 2017

At same time: ML-
CIRRUS aircraft
campaign, HALO, DLR 
(Voigt et al, 2017) 

Example: Impact of major Saharan dust dust transport to Europe 

Agreement of modeled dust
number concentration with
measurements

Weger et al., 2018, ACP

MSG Brightness
temperature: Some
improvement in model
including dust INP

Model: Dust INP + rad.

Observations

Model: No dust
model

data
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Study opportunity: Ice formation in clouds enhanced by dust?
Dust event 3.4.2014 Model: COSMO-MUSCAT 

Aerosol-cloud interactions: 
Seifert and Beheng 2006
INP parameterization: 
Ullrich et al 2017

At same time: ML-
CIRRUS aircraft
campaign, HALO, DLR 
(Voigt et al, 2017) 

Example: Impact of major Saharan dust dust transport to Europe 

Agreement of modeled dust
number concentration with
measurements

Weger et al., 2018, ACP

• Precipitation: Slight model
improvement due to dust
freezing.

• Stronger effect from
radiation than from
microphysics!

model

data

no dust

dust INP + radiation
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Study opportunity: Ice formation in clouds enhanced by dust?
Dust event 3.4.2014 Model: COSMO-MUSCAT 

Aerosol-cloud interactions: 
Seifert and Beheng 2006
INP parameterization: 
Ulrich et al 2017

At same time: ML-
CIRRUS aircraft
campaign, HALO, DLR 
(Voigt et al, 2017) 

Example: Impact of major Saharan dust dust transport to Europe 

Agreement of modeled dust
number concentration with
measurements

Weger et al., 2018, ACP

Model: No dustProblem from convection
parameterization?

model

data

Too low humidity at 8 km lead to too
few clouds in COSMO model...!

… convection parametrization also problematic for dust emission modelling …
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Convection-resolving dust modelling -?

Only at 2.8 km grid resolution without
convection parametrization dust emission
from density currents are simulated correctly

3.6.2006, 18:00

14 km, parameterized convection 2.8 km, no convection 
parameterization

TNF=Tinfou
Reinfried et al., 2009

Ø Dust mobilization
observed by
orograpically-induced
density currents

Convection-resolving models:
• improve dust emissions and 

convective transport
• But: Large domains, long runs?

Knippertz et al, 2007
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Towards Multi-scale modelling: ICOsahedric non-hydrostatic model ICON 

Ø Joint development of DWD (German weather service) and MPI for 
Meteorology, next generation NWP and climate modelling system

Ø Multi-grid approach: 1-way or 2-way nesting, resolution doubles for 
each nest; applicable for scales 100 km to 100 m

Ø Efficient on massively parallel  computer
Ø Aerosol/Chemistry module ART

10m wind speed
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Towards Multi-scale modelling: ICOsahedric non-hydrostatic model ICON 

Ø Joint development of DWD (German weather service) and MPI for 
Meteorology, next generation NWP and climate modelling system

Ø Multi-grid approach: 1-way or 2-way nesting, resolution doubles for 
each nest; applicable for scales 100 km to 100 m

Ø Efficient on massively parallel  computer
Ø Aerosol/Chemistry module ART

ECHAM-HAM ICON-HAM

Salzmann et al., 2022
AOT comparison with AERONET

… model developments in progress … 
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1. Ground based lidar: PollyNet, field campaigns

thanks to Holger Baars (baars@tropos.de), Dietrich Atlhausen, Julian Hofer, Birgit Heese
Head of group: Albert Ansmann



TROPOS global aerosol lidar observations

Hofer et al, ACP, 2020



• TROPOS-led network of Polly lidars 
(same design and techniques)

• Polly: Automatic multi-wavelength Raman 
polarization lidar

• More than 15 systems with several 
international partners

• Permanent and campaign stations worldwide
• Homogenized and centralized automated data 

analysis
• Near-real time data display at polly.tropos.de
• Voluntary scientific lidar network

polly.tropos.de

What is PollyNET?

In cooperation with:



• TROPOS-led network of Polly lidars 
(same design and techniques)

• Polly: Automatic multi-wavelength Raman 
polarization lidar

• More than 15 systems with several 
international partners

• Permanent and campaign stations worldwide
• Homogenized and centralized automated data 

analysis
• Near-real time data display at polly.tropos.de
• Voluntary scientific lidar network

polly.tropos.de

What is PollyNET?

In cooperation with:

Saharan dust and cirrus at Leipzig
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Product examples
Automatic products from 
Mindelo, Cabo Verde
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Overview all A-LIFE cases (Limassol, Cyprus)

Fine, 
Strongly 
Absorbing

Fine, Non-
Absorbing

Coarse, spherical

Coarse, Non-Spherical

Automatic typing possible
Aerosol typing

Particle linear depolarization ratio (%) 
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r r
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(s

r)

A. Floutsi, PhD thesis, 2022

Ø Mineral Dust
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Fine, 
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Fine, Non-
Absorbing

Coarse, spherical

Coarse, Non-Spherical

Automatic layer detection possible

Fine Spherical 
Absorbing

Coarse 
Spherical
Coarse Non- Spherical

Fine Spherical 
Non-Absorbing 

Aerosol layer composition above Haifa

Aerosol typing

Particle linear depolarization ratio (%) 
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A. Floutsi, PhD thesis, 2022

Ø Mineral Dust

A. Floutsi, PhD thesis, 2022



Products from PollyXT via PollyNET
Near-real time display at polly.tropos.de
Automatic products:
• Vertical Profiles of 

• Backscatter and extinction coeff.
• Lidar ratio
• Depolarization ratio
• Water vapour mixing ratio (night time)
• (Relative humidity)

• Time-height-plots of
• Attenuated backscatter
• Water vapor mixing ratio
• (Relative humidity)
• Target categorization
• Quasi particle backscatters (proxy)

Still manual analysis:
• CCN, INP determination
• Water cloud microphysics (DFOV methodology)
• Aerosol typing (HETEAC)
• Dust-separation (POLIPHON)

polly.tropos.de
Contact: 
Holger Baars (baars@tropos.de)



TROPOS global aerosol lidar observations

Dushanbe, Tajikistan: Mar 2015 to Aug 2016

Hofer et al, ACP, 2020

ØDust layers up to 10 km detected



Dushanbe, Tajikistan, 12-13 April 2015

local

Iran

Middle East

Sahara

Hofer et al, ACP, 2017 

Clouds

Clouds
CloudsAerosol

Aerosol

Aerosol

Aerosol

Clouds



TROPOS global aerosol lidar observations

ØSaharan air layer characterization



Model validation studies

Validation of several
aerosol transport 
models
• NMMB (dust model)
• SKIRON (dust model)
• MACC (aerosol model)

Ø towards assimilation of 
lidar data into 
operational aerosol 
models?

Separation of contribution from
different aerosol types 

Dust only



TROPOS global aerosol lidar observations

Hofer et al, ACP, 2020



TROPOS instrumentation during 
ASKOS on Sao Vicente for the 
next 25+ years

AERONET 
Sun

Photometer

Continuous operation for the next years
• New aerosol lidar system optimized for 

dust (PollyXT)
• Scanning Doppler wind lidar (HALO)
• AERONET sun photometer
• Microwave radiometer 

Microwave radiometer

Doppler wind lidar

TROPOS Lidar room



Lidar observations in Mindelo – July 21 until March 22

July March

Summer regime

“Pure” dust season is over

June – July 2008
àPure dust 
above the MBL

Jan – Feb 2008
Mixture of 
dust and smoke, 
often mixed in 
MBL

SAMUM 2 results!
Winter regimeDust layer top

Dust layer top
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Topics highlighted in today’s talk:   
• Dust modelling
• Ground-based lidar measurements
• DUSTRISK project (dust & health)
• Ice nucleating particles
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2. Dust as health risk

Wadinga Fomba,  TROPOS Chemistry department
fomba@tropos.de
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DUSTRISK

• How do dust and microbes 
interact?

• Understanding the impact of dust 
toxins (chemical & microbial) on 
human health

• Develop an advisory tool that 
also takes into account 
composition of the particles

Risk index for health effects of mineral dust and associated microbes

Dust chemical and microbial composition can 
affect human health and needs attention

Contact: fomba@tropos.de
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Structure of work

• How variable are dust events? 
• Which ambient parameters 

vary with dust?

Dust collection

• What is the biochemical 
comp. of dust? 

• What is the size distribution? 
• How toxic are dust particles?
• How do they interact?

Composition and properties

• Where are dust sources and how 
does soil mineralogy affect its 
emission and transport?

Sources and transport

• Which illnesses are associated with dust? 
• What is the effect of microbes?

Health effects

• What is the link between 
dust composition and 
illnesses?

• How can we advice citizens 
about this risk?

SynergyØ Ongoing project, results from 6-week measurement campaign upcoming
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CapeVerde

Warsaw (UW)

Kuopio (FMI)

Greece (NOA)

Tajikistan

Cyprus

DUST BELT

Permanent Polly station

Polarstern

Tel Aviv
>2019

Evora (CGE) DUST BELT HPB

Leipzig

Dust research at TROPOS 

SAMUM-1
(2006)

SAMUM-2
(2008)

SALTRACE (2013/14)

Topics highlighted in today’s talk:   
• Dust modelling
• Ground-based lidar measurements
• DUSTRISK project (dust & health)
• Ice nucleating particles
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3. Ice nucleating particles

Heike Wex,  TROPOS Atmospheric Microphysics department
(wex@tropos.de)
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- Dust particles typically 
contribute INP that induce ice 
nucleation at lower 
temperatures (< -15°C, or lower)

LACIS (Leipzig Aersol Cloud Interaction Simulator) used to examine 
mineral dust samples in a number of studies (> 20 publications)

lab- generated 
500 nm 
particles

particles from:

pollen-polysaccharides
illite
mixed of illite and 
pollen-polysaccarides

Mineral dust particles carrying single 
biogenic macromolecules induce ice 
nucleation similar to biogenic particles 
(Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2016) 

Ice nucleating particles, temperature dependence
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Simple parametrization:

- higher concentrations in the summer: biogenic particles

- three typical different slopes:
- winter, 60% of all times 
- summer, 60% of all times 
- throughout the year, 40% of the times

(to be submitted to ACPD in October as Sze et al.)

winter summer mix   all (background)

𝑁!"# = 𝐴 $ 𝑒$%&

Petters & Wright (2015)

2-year INP data set from northern Greenland
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Summary 

CapeVerde

Warsaw (UW)

Kuopio (FMI)

Greece (NOA)

Tajikistan

Cyprus

DUST BELT

Permanent Polly station

Polarstern

Tel Aviv
>2019

Evora (CGE) DUST BELT HPB

Leipzig

SAMUM-1
(2006)

SAMUM-2
(2008)

SALTRACE (2013/14)

Mineral dust research is a central research topic at TROPOS

Focus topics are: 

• Modelling dust emissions and transport with emphasis on source properties and meteorology
• Effects of dust on radiation, atmospheric dynamics, ice formation and health
• Lab studies on ice nucleating properties

• Field experiments, specifically ground based remote sensing for characterizing elevated dust layers
• Monitoring sites: PollyNet (ACTRIS contribution)

For dust modelling synergies with measurements groups possible
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22 Countries
112 Facilities
144 Research-Performing Organisations 

Preparation phase: 2017-2019
Implementation phase: 2020-2024
Operation phase: 2025 onwards

ACTRIS is a distributed pan-European research infrastructure for short-lived atmospheric constituents
ACTRIS is a project on the ESFRI Roadmap 2016 – https://www.actris.eu/
ACTRIS shall become an ERIC in 2022

ACTRIS – Aerosol, Clouds and Trace Gases Research Infrastructure 

http://www.actris.eu/


Observational Platforms produce high-precision 
standardized data for free and open access

Exploratory Platforms provide user access to world-
class research facilities and produce expert data for free 

and open access

Observational Platforms Exploratory Platforms

Fixed ground-based stations delivering long-
term data based on a regular schedule and 

common operation standards

Atmospheric simulation chambers, laboratory
and mobile platforms performing experiments

after common standards

ACTRIS National Facilities



Observational Platforms Exploratory Platforms



ACTRIS-D

ACTRIS-D is the German contribution to ACTRIS and part of the National Roadmap for Research Infrastructures

Design
Implementation supported by BMBF

Topical Centre operation supported by BMUV
Application

National Roadmap for Research Infrastructures
AdoptionEvaluation

• ACTRIS-D has been positively evaluated by the German 
Council of Science and Humanities

• implementation supported with 86 Mio. Euro by BMBF

TROPOS
• coordination and international representation of ACTRIS-D 
• significant upgrade of the RI, support of > 25 Mio. Euro
Ø increase in transregional significance and societal 

relevance
Ø sustainable research on short-lived climate components 

over the next decades ® Special Item of Expenditure



Atmospheric Chemistry Department 
Chamber (ACD-C)
Turbulent Leipzig Aerosol Cloud 
Interaction Simulator (LACIS-T)
Leipzig Aerosol and Cloud Remote 
Observations System (LACROS)
Mobile shipborne facility  (OCEANET)
Mobile shipborne facility on 
Polarstern-2 (OCEANET-2)
Aerosol from ground to Cloud Mobile 
Experiment (ACME)

Observational Platforms Exploratory Platforms

Melpitz Research Station
PollyNET
German Ultrafine Aerosol Network 
(GUAN)
Cape Verde Atmospheric Observatory 
(CVAO)
Schmücke Cloud Observatory (SCO)

Topical Centre Units

World Calibration Center for 
Aerosol Physics (WCCAP)

OrGanic Tracers and Aerosol 
Constituents Calibration 
Centre (OGTAC CC)
Centre for Cloud Water 
Chemistry (CCWaC)

TROPOS Facilities in ACTRIS


